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It is necessary to take preventive medicines to avoid getting any complicated disease. When you
construct house, it is normal to include preventive elements like thunder and shock absorber to
safeguard the sweet home. Taking precaution is good thing in life instead of waiting for any
misfortune to happen. That is the reason government constructs dams and bridges to safeguard the
area against flood. Fire extinguisher is needed in every home and office to prevent and protect the
place against fire accident. Accidents may happen any time and in any place. One cannot predict
any particular situation which triggers fire accident. Sometimes, it may be due to short circuit in
current or it may due to any chemical reaction of substances.

Most of the commercial establishments contain CO2 fire extinguisher in several places. It is a
general rule to equip any mall and shopping complex with right type of fire alarm so as to prevent
any misfortune from taking place. Imagine the rate of loss which would claim hundreds of life and
millions worth of property when fire accident takes place in public places.  Fire, is capable of
destroying volumes of property and lives in few seconds. It is not that difficult to control the
spreading of fire, if you have fire equipments handy in your home or office. You cannot get back the
precious life of innocent persons in fire accidents. So, it is the responsibility of every mall owner to
protect and safeguard the lives and property by installing fire equipments in right places. Consumers
become happy and feel secure to visit and shop in complex which have proper devices in them.

Make sure that the fire extinguisher which is installed in commercial places or at home is in good
condition. Each month just check the equipment visually to find if anything has been damaged or
anything has gone wrong with the instrument. Also, it is the duty of the shop owner to install the
devices in handy places such that it can be easily reached during emergency.  Unless it is kept in
places of easy access, it is waste even if you have installed fire devices in many places.

Also, ensure that the instrument is free from any dent or crack and check that the tape is properly
sealed and pin is kept intact with the wire. Verify the nozzle of the CO2 fire extinguisher is not
blocked or clogged from any impurities and dirt. Thorough examination and physical inspection will
make sure that the extinguisher can be put to use, when there is need.
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Koushrokee - About Author:
All our Fire Extinguishers are manufactured in the UK and carry the BAFE, Kitemark and CE
approved. We also stock a massive range of fire safety equipment including a firesigns   smoke
alarms, fire blankets, dry powder and fist aid kits. All in stock at LOW PRICES! For highly qualified a
co2 fire extinguisher and safety training, visit us online.
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